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INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS work, we answer a question raised by Hirzebruch (see [12]): 
Question 0.1. What are the complex structures on the di~erentiable manifold S2 x S’? 
It is well-known that all the “even” Hirzebruch surfaces FZk (where k stands for 
nonnegative integers) are diffeomorphic to S2 x S2. In fact, by the Enriques-Kodaira 
classification of compact complex surfaces (see Cl]), these are all the surfaces which have 
Kodaira dimension less than two and are diffeomorphic to S2 x S2. On the other hand, by 
introducing some auxiliary hypothesis about the divisors on surfaces of general type which 
are di~eomorphic to S2 x S2, Donaldson ([.5]) showed that no surface of general type can be 
diffeomorphic to S2 x S2. Let P2 be the projective plane P2 with the complex orientation 
reversed, and let P2 # P2 be its connected sum with P2. Then, all the “odd” Hirzebruch 
surfaces F,, + I (where k stands for nonnegative integers) are diffeomorphic to P2 # P2. Our 
main results in this paper are the following. 
THEOREM 0.2. No surface of general type is dijtjeomorphic to S2 x S2 or P2 # P2. 
COROLLARY 0.3. Let k standfor nonnegative integers. Then, the only complex structures on 
S2 x S2 are the “even” Hirzebruch surfaces F 2k and the only complex structures on P2 # P2 
are the “odd” Nirzebruch surfaces F2,. 1. 
In particular, this corollary answers the above question. Since P’ x P’ is diffeomorphic 
to S2 x S2 and F1 (the blown-up of P2 at one point) is diffeomorphic to P2 # P2, 
Theorem 0.2 solves part of the following conjecture of Van de Ven. 
CONJECTURE 0.4. The Kodaira dimension of a surface is a difj’erentiable invariant. 
Results concerning this conjecture have been obtained and announced in several places. 
In [l l] (see also [9], [2la] and [lo]), Friedman and Morgan proved that if two algebraic 
surfaces are diffeomorphic, then either they have the same Kodaira dimension, or one of 
them is rational and the other is of general type. In [21], Pidstrigatch announced that no 
minimal surface of general type can be diffeomorphic to the connected sum P2 # 8P2. 
Finally, in [f 53, [22a] and [16], Kotschick showed that any blow-up of the Barlow surface 
is not diffeomorphic to a rational surface. 
The ingredient to prove Theorem 0.2 consists of three parts. The first part is the 
SO(3)-invariants introduced in [15] and [17]. The second is the technique of comparing 
different moduli spaces of stabfe rank-2 sheaves developed in a series papers (including [19], 
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[22] and [23]); this technique can be viewed as the (algebraic) deformation of the moduli of 
anti-self-dual connections in the special case of algebraic surfaces. The third is the “transver- 
sality and dimension-counting” method employed in [4]. Unlike the applications made in 
1141, [15], [21a] and [22a] where the S0(3)-invariants are absolute, the invariant in our 
case depend on chambers of a fixed type. On the one hand, we have no information about 
the invariant for all the chambers. On the other hand, we are able to evaluate the invariant 
on a particular chamber (namely, KF) by studying the corresponding moduli space of stable 
rank-2 sheaves; keeping track of its image under a diffeomorphism, we can obtain a contra- 
diction if we assume that there is a diffeomorphism from a surface of general type to S2 x S2 
or to P2 # P2. 
This paper is organized as follows. In section one, we collect some basic definitions and 
results. In section two, we assume the existence of a surface of general type which is 
homeomorphic to P1 x P1 and study its geometry. In section three, we assume the existence 
of a surface of general type which is homeomorphic to F, and study its geometry. In section 
four, we prove Theorem 0.2 and Corollary 0.3. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Moduli of stable rank-2 sheaves 
Fix a smooth algebraic surface X over the complex number field C. Let Num(X) be the 
group of divisors modulo numerical equivalence, and let Cx be the Kahler (or ample) cone 
in Num (X) 0 R generated by (the images of) ample divisors. Then, a (generalized) polariz- 
ation is any element in the cone C,. 
Dejnition 1.1. Let L be a polarization on X, and let V be a torsion free rank-2 sheaf. 
Then, Vis L-stable if c1 (F). L < c1 (V) * L/2 for any rank-l subsheafF of Vwhere c1 (F) and 
cr( V) are the first chern classes of F and V respectively. 
Notation 1.2. Fix a polarization L, a divisor ci and an integer c2. We let AL(cl, c2) be 
the moduli space of all L-stable locally free rank-2 sheaves whose first and second chern 
classes are equal to c1 and c2 respectively. 
Dejinition 1.3. (Definition 0.2 in [7]) Assume that the moduli space AL(cI, c2) is 
nonempty. An irreducible component in JL(cl, c2) is defined to be good if it is generically 
smooth with the expect dimension (4c, - c: - 3x(Cgx)). The moduli space JL(cl, c2) is 
good if every irreducible component of it is good. 
THEOREM 1.4. (see [4] and [ 81 Let L be a polarization, and let c1 be a divisor on X. Then, 
there exists a constant k depending on X, L and c1 such that ifc2 2 k, then the moduli space 
J%‘&~, c2) is nonempty and good. 
1.2. Comparison of moduli spaces of stable rank-2 sheaves 
The moduli space of stable sheaves changes as the corresponding polarization varies. In 
[19], [22] and [23], we have developed a theory to compare different moduli spaces. 
Dejnition 1.5. (see Definition 1.1.1 in [23]) 
(i) For [ E Num(X) 0 R, we define Wr to be the set 
Cx n {xENum(X)@Rlx*[ = 0); 
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(ii) We define W(c,, c2) to be the set of Wr where [ is the numerical equivalence class of 
a divisor of the form (2F - cl) such that - (4cZ - c:) ,< c2 < 0, and define 
G?(c,, c2) to be the set of all the connected components in Cx - ?‘Y(ci, c2); 
(iii) A wall W of type (ci, cz) is an element in ?V(ci , c2). If the wall W is of the form WC 
then we say that W is represented by < or < represents W; 
(iv) A chamber 4f: of type (cl, c2) is an element in %(c,, c2). Aface of %? is the intersection 
of the closure of %? and a wall of type (ci, c2). 
Remark 1.6. By the Proposition 1.2.1 in [23], if L1 and Lz are two polarizations lie in 
a chamber of type (cl, cZ), then the two moduli spaces J?‘~, (cr , c2) and J?‘~~(c~, c2) can be 
naturally identified. In view of this, if ‘& if a chamber of type (cl, c2), we let J&‘w(c~, c2) stand 
for &ZL(cl, c2) where L is any polarization in g. 
Dejnition 1.7. Let c represent a nonempty wall of type (ci , c2). 
(i) We define li(cl, c2) to be the integer (4c 2 - cf + c2)/4 (note that this number is 
indeed an integer since [ = cl (mod2)); 
(ii) We define Er(ct , c2) to be the set of all locally free rank-2 sheaves V given by 
nontrivial extensions of Gx(cl - F) @ fZ by @x(F) 
O-+@,(F)+ V-+Qx(c, - F)@fZ-+O 
where F is a divisor such that (2F - ci) is numerically equivalent to [, and 2 is 
some locally complete intersection O-cycle with length I;(c,, c2); 
(iii) We define D&c i, c2) to be the dimension of Ey(cl, cz). 
Remark 1.8. (see [23]) Let I’ be any sheaf in Er(cl, cz). One verifies that the defining 
exact sequence of V in Definition 1.7 (ii) is canonical in the sense that the injection from 
Co,(F) to Y is unique up to a nontrivial constant, and the invertible sheaf ox(F) and the 
0-cyle 2 are uniquely determined by V. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. (Proposition 1.3.1 in [23]) Let %? be a chamber oftype (cl, c2), and let 
H be a polarizution contuined in one of its faces. Then, 
where [ satisfies the condition that C-L < 0 for some L contained in %?‘, and runs over all 
numerical equivalence classes which dejne the wall containing H. 
ProoJ: We briefly outline the argument and refer to [23] for details. Let L E %?, and Iet 
ve JG(c1, cZ)_ If V is not H-stable, then we can show that Y is contained in one of these 
Es(cl, c2). Thus, the left-hand side is contained in the right-hand side. 
Next, it is known that if < and Y,J are different but define the same wall of type (c,, cz), 
then E&cl, c2) and E,(cr, c2) have no intersection; moreover, any sheaf in EC(cI, c2) is 
L-stable but not H-stable. In particular, the right-hand side consist of disjoint unions. Since 
JZ’~(C~, c2) is naturally embedded in _ML(cl, c,), the left-hand side contains the right-hand 
side, and the conclusion follows. II 
We remark that under the conditions of Proposition 1.9, every E[(ci, c2) is a finite 
disjoint union of Iocally closed subsets of _&!&c,, c2). 
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THEOREM 1.10. (Theorem 1.3.3 in [23]) Let %? and %I be two chambers of type (c,, c2) 
which share a common face contained in the wall W of type (cl, cz). Then, 
where c satisfies the condition that c. L < 0 for some L contained in V, and runs over all 
numerical equivalence classes which define the common wall W. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 1.9. 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let L and L1 be two polarizations on X. Then, 
AL(CI, ~2) c J@L)(CI, ~2) ” (uiEr(c~, cz)) 
where [ satisfies the condition that [*L < 0, and runs over all numerical equivalence classes 
which dejne a nonempty wall of type (cl, cz), separating L and L1. 
Proof: It is well-known that the set of walls of a fixed type is locally finite. Therefore, 
using induction on walls and chambers of type (ci , c2), we see that the conclusion follows 
from Proposition 1.9 and Theorem 1.0. n 
1.3. SO(J)-invariants for I-manifolds with b; = 1 
Definition 1.12. Let X be a smooth oriented simply-connected 4-manifold with b: = 1, 
and let 0, be the positive cone in H2(X, R). Fix a class c1 in H2(X, Z) and an integer c2. 
We define A(cr, c2) to be the set of connected components in Rx partitioned by the 
hyperplanes I@ = {X E HZ(X, R)lx-c = 0}, where i runs over all classes in H2(X, Z) 
satisfying the following numerical conditions 
[ = c,(mod2) and - (4c, - c:, I c2 < 0. 
Next, let P be the SO(3)-principal bundle over X determined by the two characteristic 
classes c1 (mod2) E H2(X, Z,) and - (4c2 - C:)E Z E H4(X, Z), and let @* be the 
moduli space of irreducible connections on P modulo gauge equivalence. Then, there is 
a universal S0(3)-bundle P over X x B*. Let g be a Riemannian metric on X, and let 
Jz’,(ci, c2) be the moduli space of g-ASD connections. on P modulo gauge equivalence. For 
a generic metric g, dg(cl, c2) has real dimension 2(4c, - c: - 3), and is a smooth 
submanifold of B*. 
Definition 1.13. (see [4]) Let p1 (P) be the first Pontrjagin class of the universal bundle 
P over X xB*. We define p: H,(X, Z)+ H2(W*, Q) to be the map p(r) = 
( - 1/4)*p,(P)/T. (For simplicity, we sometimes use p(I) to stand for its restriction to the 
moduli space Mg(cl, c2) when g is a generic metric). 
It is well-known that the class 2p(I) is integral. 
THEROEM 1.14. (see [17]) Let X be a smooth oriented simply-connected 4-man$old with 
bl = 1. Fix an odd cohomology class c1 in H2(X, Z) and an integer c2 such that 
(4C2 - Ct - 3) iS PO si we. Then, there is a natural map t’ 
@);zc, : NC, 2 C2) + Symd(H2(X, Z)) 
(where d stands for the integer (4c2 - CT - 3)) with the following properties: 
(i) ai,, (V) is equal to - a&,( - %?); 
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(ii) 1fc, = c; (mod2), then @z,,(q) = (- 1)‘c’-c~‘2’4.~~c;(~); 
(iii) If a: Y + X is an orientation-preserving dz~eomorphism, then the invariant 
@i,arcl (IX*~?) is equal to s(*@&~ (G?)for any element %? in A(cr, cZ). 
We apply Theorem 1.14 to our situation. In our case, X is a simply connected algebraic 
surface with trivial geometric genus ps; the class c1 is represented by an odd divisor on X; 
the element g of type (cr, c2) in A(cr, cl) is contained in the set V?(cr, c2) (that is, $9 is 
contained in the Kdhler cone ‘Zx of the surface X). 
Remark 1.15. Let L be a polarization on X not lying on any wall of type (cr , c2), and let 
g be the Kahler metric defined by L. By a result in [Z], the two moduli space J&‘~(c~, c2) and 
~Z~(cr, c2) are naturally identified. From [3], the complex orientation of ML(cl, c2) 
compares with the standard orientation of kg(c1,c2) by the sign 6(c,), where 6(c,) is 
defined to be the integer ( - l)(‘: + c1 ’ Kx),2 and K, is the canonical divisor of X. To evaluate 
the invariant (DzCl (V) on a chamber % of type (c,, c2), we only have to determine 
JL(C1, c2) for any polarization L in %? and to take care of the sign 6(c1). 
1.4. Stable rank-2 sheaves and SO(J)-invariants for rational ruled surfaces 
Let X be a rational ruled surface, and let n: X + P’ be the ruling. Fix a fiber f, and 
a section CJ with the property that cr2 is the least among all the sections. One can check that 
( - a2) is nonnegative, and is an invariant of X. 
LEMMA 1.16. Let c > 0, and i(c) = (a - 2cf). Then, 
(i) i(c) represents a nonempty wall of type (a, c); 
(ii) no wall of type (o, c) lies between WC@’ and the ray spanned by f; 
(iii) the wall WC(‘) is represented only by f i(c). 
Proof (i) It is known that 0 + (2c - CJ’)~ is an ample divisor. Since 
[(c)~ = - (4c - a2) and [(c)*(a + (2c - a2)f) = 0, <( ) c re p resents a nonempty wall of type 
(a, c). 
(ii) Suppose that [ represents a wall of type (a, c) which lies between the wall WC@) and 
the ray spanned byf: We may assume that 5-f is positive. Let [ be equal to (2x - 1)~ - 2yf 
where both x and y are positive. By comparing the slopes of the two walls, we see that 
2y/(2x - 1) is larger than 2c. Thus, 
12=(2x- 1)2*a2 - 4y(2x - 1) < - (4c - a2)(2x - 1)2 I - (4c - a2). 
But this contradicts with c2 L - (4c - a’) since [ represents a wall of type (0, c). 
(iii) Suppose that (2x - 1)a - 2yf represents the wall WC(‘) and that x is positive. Then, 
2y/(2x - 1) is equal to 2c. We have 
- (4c - 02) 5 ((2x - 1)a - 2yf)2 = - (4c - 02)(2x - 1)2 5 - (4c - 02). 
Therefore, x must be equal to one and y must be equal to c. n 
Notation 1.17. Assume c > 0. We let gJ denote the chamber of type (CJ, c) which is the 
region bounded by the wall WC(‘) and the ray spanned byf: 
THEOREM 1.18. Assume c > 0. Then, the moduli space &~,(a, c) is empty. 
Proof Let L = o + rf E V,. Then, r > (2c - a2). Suppose that VE Mr.(a, c). Let Pi be 
the generic fiber of rc. By a well-known result of Grothendieck (see [20]), V/p:, is split. Let 
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1/l p:, = Opi (a) @ 0,; (1 - a) where we may assume that a > (1 - a). Then, the injection 
Co,t (a) 4 VIP: induces an injection ox(ao + rc*D’) 4 Vfor some divisor D’ on P’. Thus, we 
have an exact sequence 
O-,O&c7+z*D)+ V+O,((l -a)o-7C*D)OI~+O 
where D is a divisor on P’. Since V is L-stable, we get 
(uo + n*D)*L < a*L/2, 
so - deg(D) > (2a - l)(r + a2)/2. On the other hand, 
c = (ua + ?rrr*D).[(l - a)0 - 7cn*D] + /(Z) 
= a(1 - a).~? - deg(D)*(2u - 1) + i(Z) 
> a(1 - a)*~* + (2u - l)*(r + 02)/2 
= (a - 1/2)*(2r + g’) + a’/4 
2 (2r + a*)/4 + c7*/4. 
Thus, we see that (2c - o*) is larger than r. A contradiction. m 
We remark that Theorem 1.18 appeared without proof in [ 13) in a slightly different 
form. The proofs of Lemma 1.16 and Theorem 1.18 are taken from [22]. 
COROLLARY 1.19. Assume c > 0. Then, the invariant @~Cc-o~_3,a(Vf) is zero. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 1.18 and Remark 1.15. 
2. GEOMETRY OF A SURFACE OF GENERAL TYPE HOMEOMORPHIC TO P’ x P’ 
2.1. Effective and ample divisors on the surface 
Notation 2.1. Let f and (T denote the two fibers P’ x {p> and {p> xP’ in P’ x P’ 
respectively, where p is a point in P’. Suppose that c( is a homeomorphism from P’ x P’ to 
X, where X is a surface of general type. Let F and C be the push-forwards tl* (f) and CI, (a) 
respectively. Since Pit(X) is isomorphic to H*(X, Z), F and C can be represented by 
divisors. By Wu’s formula, the canonical divisor Kx is equal to k 2(x + F). After compos- 
ing a suitable orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphism of P’ x P’, we may assume that 
Kx = 2(X + F). In particular, X is minimal. 
LEMMA 2.2. No smooth rational curve exists on the surface X. 
Proof. By the Proposition 2.1.1 in [lS], the number of disjoint smooth rational curves 
on a minimal surface S of non-negative Kodaira dimension is bounded above by 
$(c2(S) - *c:(S)), where cl(S) and c*(S) are the first and second chern classes of S respec- 
tively. Since cl(X) = 8 and c*(X) = 4, no smooth rational curve exists on X. n 
LEMMA 2.3, Let m be an integer which is larger than two. 
(i) If both a and b are positive, then the divisor m(uC + bF) is effective; 
(ii) If the divisor (ax + bF) is represented by an irreducible and reduced curve, then both 
the integers a and b are nonnegative; 
(iii) Zf (aI: + bF) is effective, then both a and b are nonnegative. 
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Proof (i) Since K, is nef and big, Kx - m(aX + bF) can not be effective. By the Serre 
duality, the integer h2(X, Q,(m(aC + bF))) is equal to zero. By the Riemann-Roth formula, 
x(U,(m(aZ + bF))) is positive. Thus, we conclude that h’(X, Cr,(m(aZ + bF))) is positive, 
and m(aZ + bF) is effective. 
(ii) Since Kx is nef, (a + b) is nonnegative. It suffices to show that (a*b) is nonnegative. 
Assume the contrary, that is, (a *b) is negative. Let p be the arithmetic genus of the curve 
(UC + bF). By the adjunction formula (see Cl]). 
(UC + bF)2 + (UC + bF). Kx = 2(p - 1) 2 - 2. 
Thus, we obtain that (a + l)(b + 1) 2 0. Since (a + b) 2 0, both (a + 1) and (b + 1) must be 
nonnegative, so a 2 - 1 and b 2 - 1. By assumption, (a * b) is negative; therefore either 
a = - 1 and b > 0, or a > 0 and b = - 1. In either case, p = 0; thus the curve (ax + bF) is 
a smooth rational curve on X, contradicting with Lemma 2.2. 
(iii) The conclusion follows immediately from (ii). n 
LEMMA 2.4. (uZ + bF) is ample tf and only if both a and b are positive. 
Proof This is a standard application of the Nakai-Moishezon criterion for ampleness 
(see [ 11). First of all, assume that (ax + bF) is ample. Then, (a *b) is positive. By Lemma 
2.3(ii), both a and b are nonnegative. Thus, they must be positive. On the other hand, assume 
that both a and b are positive. Then, (UC + bF)’ > 0. Again by Lemma 2.3(ii), 
(ax + bF) * C > 0 for any curve C. Thus, (UC + bF) is ample. n 
Before we go into the rather technical subsections 2.2 and 2.3, we state one of the main 
results of this section, which follows immediately from Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12. 
THEOREM 2.5. There are constants D and k with the following property. For all c > 0, let 
%?r be us in Notation (2.9) (ii). Then, for all L E Wr, and for all c < k, dim J%!,(C, c) < D, and 
for all c 2 k, dim _kL( C, c) = (4c - 3) (the expected dimension). 
Next, we outline the argument. We will fix a polarization L,, and choose k such that 
ML,( C, c) is good for all c 2 k. By Corollary 1.11, AL( C, c) is contained in 
where [ runs over all divisors which represent nonempty walls of type (Z, c) and satisfy the 
condition that < *L > 0 2 [ * L,. Our goal in 2.2 is to bound the dimension of E,_I,(C, c). 
Then, we are able to determine the dimension of JY~(Z:, c) in 2.3. 
2.2. Walls and chambers on X 
Let c be a positive integer, and let { represent a nonempty wall of type (Z, c). Then, [ is of 
the form (2x - 1)x - 2yF where x and y are two integers. If i* F is positive, then x must be 
positive, and so must be y. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let L, denote the polarization (X + rF) where r is larger than two, and let 
i represent a nonempty wall of type (X, c) with i* F > 0 2 C-L,. Then, 
6) ho&f, G( - 0) = h2W, W - 0) = 0; 
(ii) Ext ’ (Iz, Ox ( - [)) has dimension c + 2xy - 2x + y, where 2 is any locally complete 
intersection O-cycle of length 1,(X, c) and (2x - 1)x - 2yF denotes [. 
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Proof: (i) Since i - F positive, both x and y are positive integers. By Lemma 2.3(iii), 
h’(X, 0,( - i)) is equal to zero. Next, we must show that h2(X, 0,( - [)) = 0. By the Serre 
duality, it suffices to show that ([ + K,) is not effective. Indeed, if (i + K,) is effective, then 
(2 - 2y) 2 0 by Lemma 2.3 (iii); thus, y = 1 and < - L, = (2x - 1)r - 2 > 0, contradicting to 
the assumption that c * L, I 0. 
(ii) By the Riemann-Roth formula, one obtains that h’(X, O,( - 0) is equal to 
- 1 - [(c + K,)/2. In view of the exact sequence 
0 + H’(X, O,( - [)) + Extl(l,, O,( - [)) + H’(X, 0,) + 0, 
one concludes that the dimension of Ext’(Zz, 0,( - [)) is equal to 
h’(X, c?,( - i)) + I(Z) = - 1 - i([ + K,)/2 + (c + [2/4) = c + 2xy - 2x + y. n 
LEMMA 2.7. Let L, be as in Lemma 2.6, and let c(c) denote the divisor (C - 2cF) where c is 
an integer such that i(c) * L, is not positive. Then, 
(i) c(c) represents a nonempty wall of type (C, c); 
(ii) no wall of type (C, c) lies between WC(‘) and the ray spanned by F; 
(iii) the wall WC(‘) is represented only by + i(c); 
(iv) the reduction E_CC,I(C, c) is identijied with P4c-3. 
Proof. (i) Since i(c) *L, is not positive, c must be positive. By Lemma 2.4, the divisor 
(JC + 2cF) is ample. One checks that [(c)-(C + 2cF) is equal to zero and i(c)’ is equal 
to - 4c. Thus, i(c) represents a nonempty wall of type (C, c). 
(ii) and (iii) can be proved by the same methods as in the proof of Lemma 1.16. 
(iv) Note that the integer liCCj(C, c) is equal to zero. By Remark 1.8, every sheaf V in 
E_,,,,(C, c) sits in a (canonical) nontrivial extension 
0 -+ 0*(cF) + V-+ Ox(C - cF) + 0 
and vice versa. Thus, P(Ext’(Ox(x - cF), o,(cF))) is identified with the reduction of 
E_,,,,(C, c). Now, the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.6(ii). n 
LEMMA 2.8. Fix the notations as in Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7. Then, the dimension 
DC-,,(C, c) of E,-C,(Z, c) is bounded above by (4c - 3). Moreover, D,_,,(E, c) is equal to 
(4c - 3) if and only if [ is equal to c(c) and i(c)* L, I 0. 
Proof Let [ be equal to (2x - 1)x - 2yF. By Remark 1.8, any sheaf Vin E,_C,(C, c) is 
locally free and sits in a (canonical) nontrivial extension 
0 + O,((l - x)x + yF) + I/+ cO,(xE - yF)@IZ + 0 
where Z is a locally complete intersection O-cycle with length I,(& c). Therefore, 
DC_,,@, c) I # (moduli of Z) + dimExt’ (Zz, 0,X( - 5)) - 1 
I 21,(C, c) + (c + 2xy - 2x + y) - 1 
= (4c - 3) + ((2 - c - 2x) + (3 - 2x)y) 
where we have used Lemma 2.6(ii) in the second step. Note that by Lemma 2.7(iv), 
KiCCJ(C, c) is equal to (4c - 3) when [ is equal to i(c). 
If the positive integer x is larger than two, then D,_,,(C, c) is less than (4c - 3). Next, we 
assume that x = 1. Since 0 > c2 2 - 4c, y I c. Thus, D,_,,(C, c) I (4c - 3); moreover, if 
D,_,,(C, c) = (4c - 3), then y = c, so [ is equal to i(c). n 
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2.3. Moduli of stable sheaves 
Notation 2.9. We introduce the following notations. 
(i) Fix the polarization L, (see Lemma 2.6) on the surface X of general type. By Theorem 
1.4, there exists an integer k depending only on X and L, such that if i 2 k, then the moduli 
space A@‘~,.@, i) is nonempty and good. We may assume that the integer k is larger than the 
fixed number r. Put 
D=max{(4jj3),dim.A~,.(Z,j)lj < k}. 
Fix a positive integer c which satisfies the two nunierical conditions: 
c>k and (4c--3)>D+2c+l. 
(ii) Let VF be the chamber of type (C, c) which is the region bounded by the wall WI:(‘) 
and the ray spanned by F (see Lemma 2.7(ii)). 
(iii) Fix an ample divisor LF in the chamber VF. 
Remark 2.10. If [ represents a nonempty wall of type (C, i) such that i I c and that 
l* LF > 0 2 [. L,, then [ - F must be positive. This follows from the fact that [ - F is nonzero 
and that [ - L is positive for any polarization L in (gF. 
LEMMA 2.11. If j < k, then the dimension of_ @‘,+.(C, j) is at most equal to D. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.11, the moduli space .,tiL,( C, j) is contained in 
where i runs over all divisors which represent nonempty walls of type (C, j) and satisfy the 
condition that [.LF > 0 2 C-L,.. In view of Remark 2.10, we have [*F > 0 2 C-L,. By 
Lemma 2.8, the dimension of each E, _<) (C, j) is most equal to (4j - 3). Now, the conclusion 
follows from the definition of D. n 
LEMMA 2.12. Assume that i is an integer with i 2 k and that ,H is an irreducible component 
in the moduli space &‘L,(C, i). Then, 
(i) A! is either good or identified with E_l,i,(C, i); 
(ii) E-<(i,(C, i) is an irreducible component of’JIL,(C, i) when c 2 i 2 k. 
Proof: (i) If a generic sheaf in A is also L,-stable, then the irreducible component JY is 
birationally identified with an irreducible component of the moduli space A@‘~,(& i) (note 
that stability is an open property and that the moduli space of stable sheaves is constructed 
by deformation method); in this case, A is good. 
If generic sheaves in & are not L,-stable, then by Corollary 1.11, an open subset of A’ is 
contained in Qi,(C, i) where [ represents a nonempty wall of type (Z, i) such that 
[ *LF > 0 2 [* L,. In particular, the dimension of E,_,,(Z, i) is at least equal to (4i - 3). By 
Lemma 2.8, DC_i,(E, i) is equal to (4i - 3) and [ is equal to c(i). Since E-5(iJ(E, i) is compact 
and has dimension (4i - 3), the irreducible component .M must be identified with 
E-[(i)(C, 4. 
(ii) Since c 2 i 2 k, the wall W i(C) of type (C, c) lies between the wall WC@) of type (Z, i) 
and the ray spanned by F. Thus, the ample divisor LF lies in the region bounded by WC@) 
and the ray spanned by F. By Lemma 2.7(ii), the region bounded by WC(‘) and the ray 
spanned by F is a chamber of type (E:, i). In view of Proposition 1.9, E_l,o(C, i) is embedded 
in AL,@, i). By (i), every irreducible component in .ML,(C, i) has dimension equal to 
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(4i - 3). Since E_,,i,(~, i) is compact with dimension (4i - 3), it is an irreducible component 
in &CL,@, ;). n 
Remark 2.13. Let V be any sheaf in the irreducible component E-i(i) (C, i), and let ad( V) 
be the trace free subsheaf of c;f”nd(V). Then, one sees that h2(X, ad(V)) is equal to 
h’(X, Bx(C + (2i + 2)F)). However, it is unclear whether h’(X, Px(C + (2i + 2)F)) is 
equal to zero or not. Therefore, we do not know whether E_;ci,(C, i) is good or not. But 
what is important to us is that E_<ci,(C, i) has the correct dimension. 
2.4. The nonvanishing of the invariant @$c-3.T(VF) 
THEOREM 2.14. Let c be as in Notation 2.9(i). Then, @fC_,,,(%‘?,) is nonzero. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.12, the moduli space AL,(C, i) is nonempty and has dimension 
exactly (4i - 3) whenever k I i I c. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.11, the integer 
D bounds from above the dimension of J?‘~,(C,J’) whenever j < k. By the choice of the 
integer c, we have the numerical conditions 
crk and (4c-3)>D+2c+l. 
Using the standard “transversality and dimension-counting” method (see pp. 291-294, 
gv(iii) in [4]), we conclude that the invariant - @$C_3,E (gF) is not equal to zero. In fact, 
when evaluated on ( LF, . . . , LF), - @fC__3,x(%F) is essentially the degree of the moduli 
space A%!~~,(Z’, c) under some embedding in certain projective space. (Note that we have put 
a negative sign in front of the invariant Q)$Cc-3,Z(%?F) since the sign 6(C) is equal to ( - 1) by 
Remark 1.15). n 
By Lemma 2.12(ii), ,KSCCJ(C, c) is an irreducible component in the moduli space 
AL,(C, c). Next, we compute the restriction of the invariant @fC_ 3,Z(G.?F) to the irreducible 
component E_;,,,(E, c). The following sharpens Theorem 2.14. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let the integer c be as in Notation 2.9 (i) and let A denote the 
irreducible component E_icC,(C, c). Then, the restriction <D$C_,,,(%F)/,~ is equal to 
- m*[(c)4c-3 where m is the multiplicity of A? at a generic point. 
Proof Let ..&!l*red be the reduction of A. Then, it suffices to show that the restriction 
@:C-3,2(%)1.1,,, is equal to - [(c)~‘-~. By Lemma 2.7 (iv), _Hred is identified with P4c-3. 
Moreover, by a standard construction (see [13]), there exists a universal sheaf %’ over 
x x &red which sits in the exact sequence 
o+nTC?x(cF)+ V -+7rn:Ox(C - cF)@rr;Op4’~‘( - l)+O 
where rrr and 7r2 are the first and second projections of X x &&red respectively. Thus, the first 
Pontrjagin class p1 (Ye) of V is equal to 
(7cTC - 7c;H)2 - 47cT(cF).(7rT(C - CF) - 77TH) 
where H stands for a hyperplane in the projective space P4cp3. We conclude that for any 
homology class I- in H,(X, Z), the cohomology class 2p(r) in H2(Aredr Z) is equal to 
(i(c)*T). H. Therefore, the restricted invariant @iC_ 3,Z(%F) I_K,,d in the symmetric algebra 
Sym4’ - 3 (H*(X, Z)) is equal to - [(c)~‘-~ (by Remark 1.15, we have to reverse the 
standard complex orientation of Ared). W 
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Remark 2.16. By Proposition 2.15, when evaluated on (LF, . . . , LF), the invariant 
@$C_3,Z(%7F)(A gives - m*([(c).LF)4c-3 which is a negative integer. 
3. GEOMETRY OF A SURFACE OF GENERAL TYPE HOMEOMORPHIC TO F, 
All the results in this section are parallel to the results in the previous section. In some 
cases, we simply state the results without giving the proofs. 
3.1. Effective and ample divisors on the surface 
Notation 3.1. The Hirzebruch surface F1 is a rational ruled surface. Letfbe a fiber of 
the ruling, and let 0 be the exceptional curve in F1. Then, we have 
f” = 0, f.D=l, cz= -1. 
Suppose that a is a homeomorphism from F1 to X, where X is a surface of general type. Let 
F and E be the push-forwards a,(f) and K+(G) respectively. Since Pit(X) is isomorphic to 
H’(X, Z), the classes F and C can be represented by divisors. Since Ki = 8, K, is equal to 
either f (2C + 3F) or f (4E + 3F) by Wu’s formula. 
THEOREM 3.2. (see [24]) Let QF, be the quadratic form of F1. Then, every isometry of 
(HZ (F, , Z); QF, ) is realized by some orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphism. 
LEMMA 3.3. By composing the homeomorphism CI with an orientation-preserving self- 
dtfheomorphism of F,, one may assume that Kx is equal to (2x + 2F). 
Proof: One checks that { 0, cs + f } is an orthogonal basis for (H 2 (F, , Z); QF, ). Let RI 
and R2 be the reflections in H2 (F, , Z) about the classes of c and (a + f) respectively. That 
is, for any element x in H’(F,, Z), one defines 
R,(x) = x -2(x*(0 +f))*(a +f) and R2(x) = x + 2(x*a)*cr. 
Since RI and Rz are isometries of (H2(F1, Z);QF,), by Theorem 3.2, they are realized by 
orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphisms GL 1 and a2 of F1 respectively. One sees that 
R;’ sends the class f (40 + 3f) to the class f (20 + 3f) and that (RI OR,)-’ sends the 
class - (2~ + 3f) to the class (20 + 3f ), Note that Kx is equal to either + (4C + 3F) or 
+ (2C + 3F). Therefore, by composing c1 with a; 1 and/or (~1~ 0 a2)-l if necessary, one may 
assume that K, is equal to (22 + 3F). l 
We remark that since the classes 0 and (cr + f) are realized by smoothly embedded 
2-spheres of self-intersection - 1 and + 1 respectively, one can check directly that RI and 
R2 are realized by orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphisms (see [9]). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X be the surface of general type in Notation 3.1. Then, 
(i) X is a minimal surface of general type; 
(ii) no smooth rational curve exists on the surface X. 
Proof: (i) Assume that the surface X is not minimal and that p: X + Y is the blowing- 
down of X. Then, Y is a simply connected surface of general type with trivial geometry 
genus ps. Moreover, the rank of the Picard group Pic( Y) must be equal to one. Thus, Y is 
minimal and its quadratic form is represented by the trivial matrix (1). By a result of 
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Freedman (see [6]), Y is homeomorphic to P , ‘. by a result of Yau (see [25]), Y is 
algebraically isomorphic to P2. But this contradicts with the assumption that Y is a surface 
of general type. 
(ii) The conclusion follows from the Proposition 2.1.1 in [18]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume that the canonical class Kx is equal to (2X + 3F). 
(i) If a > 0 and b > a/2, then the divisor m(aC + bF) is efSective for m % 0; 
(ii) If the divisor (ax + bF) is represented by an irreducible and reduced curve, then both 
the integers a and (a + 2b) are nonnegative; 
(iii) If (ax + bF) is effective, then both a and (a + 26) are nonnegative. 
ProoJ (i) Since X is a minimal surface of general type, K, is nef and big. Note that 
(ax + bF) * Kx = (a + 2b) and (aC + bF)’ = a(2b - a). Thus, both (ax + bF)* KX and 
(ax + bF)2 are positive under our assumptions. It is well-known that these imply that the 
divisor m(aX + bF) is effective for m $ 0. 
(ii) Since KX is nef, (a + 2b) is nonnegative. Let p be the arithmetic genus of the curve 
(ax + bF). By the adjunction formula (see Cl]), 
(aE+bF)2+(aC+bF).K,=2(p-1)2 -2. 
Thus, we obtain that (a - a2) + 2b(a + 1) 2 - 2. This implies that a 2 - 1 (note that b is 
positive if a is negative). We claim that the integer a can not be equal to - 1: otherwise, p is 
equal to zero and the curve (aC + bF) is smooth rational curve on X, contradicting with 
Lemma 3.4 (ii). Therefore, a is nonnegative. 
(ii) The conclusion follows immediately from (ii). 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume that the canonical class KX is equal co (2C + 3F). 
(i) If (aC + bF) is ample, then a > 0 and b > a/2; 
(ii) If a > 0 and b > 3a/2, then (ax + bF) is ample. 
Proof (i) By Lemma 3.5 (iii), both a and (a + 2b) are nonnegative. Since (ax + bF)2 is 
positive and equal to a(2b - a), both a and (2b - a) must be positive. 
(ii) First of all, one sees that (aC + bF)2 is positive. Let (mE + nF) be any curve on X. 
By Lemma 3.5 (iii), both the integers m and (m + 2n) are nonnegative. If m is equal to zero, 
then n is positive, so (mC + nF)*(aZ + bF) is positive. Assume that m is positive, then 
n 2 - m/2; thus, one obtains that 
(mX + nF).(aX + bF) = - ma + mb + na 2 m(b - 3a/2) > 0. 
In either case, (mX + nF)*(aC + bF) is positive. Therefore, (ax + bF) is ample. n 
Now, we state one of the main results in this section. 
THEOREM 3.7. Assume that the canonical class KX is equal to (2C + 3F). Then there are 
constants D and k with the following property. For all c > 0, let Wp be as in Notation (3.1 l)(ii). 
Then, for all L E WF, and for all c < k, dim .Mr. (& c) 5 D, and for all c 2 k, 
dim AL@, c) = (4c - 2) (the expected dimension). 
This follows immediately from Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13 below. As in the previous 
section, the essential step is to estimate the dimensions of various EC_5)(C, c) when [ defines 
a nonempty wall of type (C, c) and < - F is positive. 
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3.2. Walls and chambers on X 
Let c be a positive integer, and let [ represent anon~mpty wall of type (Z, c). Then, { is of 
the form (2x - 1)C - 2yF where x and y are two integers. 
LEMMA 3.8. Assume that K, is equal to (2IK + 3F) and that [ is equal to (2x - 1)x - 2yF. 
Let L, denote (Z: + rF) where Y is larger than six, and let [ represent a nonempty wall of type 
(C,c)with<*F>Oz[*L,. Then, 
(i) h”(X, 6x( - c)) = h’(X, O,( - i)) = 0; 
(ii) Ext l (Iz, 8,( - if) has dimensio~z (c + 2xy - 2x + y f x2), where Z is any locally 
complete intersection 0-cycIe o~~eng~h I&C, c) on the surface X. 
Proof: (if Since < * F is positive, x is positive. By Lemma 3.5 (iii), h’(X, O,( - i)) is equal 
to zero. Since [*L, is not positive, 2y 2 (r - 1)(2x - 1) > 5(2x - 1). Thus, y is a positive 
integer. Moreover, one sees that 
((2x + 1)C + (3 - 2y)F) * K’, = 2x + 7 - 4y < 0. 
Therefore, h’(X, 6,( - 0) is equal to zero by the Serre duality. 
(ii) By the Riemann-Roth formula, one obtains that h’(X, O,( - 0) is equal 
to - 1 - [(c + K,)/2. In view of the exact sequence 
0 --) H’(X, 0x( - 0) -+ Ext “(Zz, C&( - i)) -+ H’(X, 0,) -P 0, 
one concludes that the dimension of Ext’ (Iz, O,( - [)) is equal to 
h ’ (X, 0,x( - 0) + l(Z) = - 1 - i(i + K,)/2 + (4c + 1 + [2)/4 
=c+2xy-2x+y+x2. N 
We remark that in our present situation, (4~ - 2) is the expected dimension of 
a nonemprty moduh space. The foIlowing two lemmas deal with the dimension of 
E,._i,(E, c) when [ satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3.8. 
LEMMA 3.9. Assume that the canonical class jr<, is equal to (2C + 3F). Let L, be the 
polarization as in Lemma 3.8, and let i(c) denote the divisor (I: - 2cF) where c is an integer 
such that {(c)*L;, is not positive. Then, 
(i) i(c) represents a nonempty wall of type (2, c); 
(ii) no wall of type (xc, c) lies between WC(‘) and the ray spanned by F; 
(iii) the wall WC(‘) is represented only by + r(c); 
(iv) the reduction o~E_~,,,(C, c) IS ident$ed with P4c-2. 
ProoJ This can be proved by the same method as in the proof of Lemma 2.7. W 
LEMMA 3.10. Assume that the canonical class Kx is equal to (2I: i- 3F). Fix the notations 
as in Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9. Then, the dimension DCV5)@, c) of E,_,,(z, c) is bounded 
above by (4c - 2). Moreover, D, _<, (C, c) is equal to (4c - 2)ilfand only fC(c) * L, is not positive 
and 5 is equal to the divisor l(c). 
Proof: Let i be equal to (2x - 1)C - 2yF. Since [SF > 0 > 5~ L,, we conclude that both 
the integers x and y are positive. Using Lemma 3,8 (ii) and the method as in the proof of 
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Lemma 2.8, we conclude the following 
DC-& c) 5 21,(C, c) + (c + 2xy - 2x + y + x2) - 1 
= (4c - 2) + ((1 - c - x2) + (3 - 2x)y). 
Now, the conclusion follows from the above inequalities. n 
3.3. Mod&i of stable sheaves and nonvanishing of the invariant Qfc-2,r(VF) 
Notation 3.11. We introduce the following notations. 
(i) Fix the polarization L, (see Lemma 3.8) on the surface X of general type. By 
Theorem 1.4, there exists an integer k depending only on X and L, such that if i 2 k, then 
the moduli space JY~,(C, i) is nonempty and good. We may assume that the integer k is 
larger than the fixed number r. Put 
D = max((4j - 2),dim,&LF(E,j)lj < k). 
Fix a positive integer c which satisfies the two numerical conditions: 
c>kands(4c-2)>D+2c+l. 
(ii) Let %‘F be the chamber of type (IZ, c) which is the region bounded by the wall Ws@) 
and the ray spanned by F (see Lemma 3.9 (ii)). 
(iii) Fix an ample divisor LF in the chamber qF. 
LEMMA 3.12. Assume that the canonical class Kx is equal to (2C + 3F). lfj is less than k, 
then the dimension of AL,(C, j) is at most equal to D. 
LEMMA 3.13. Assume that K, is equal to (2X + 3F). Let i be an integer with i 2 k, and let 
JZ be an irreducible component in JZL,(C, i). Then, 
(i) JY is either good or identiJed with E_l,o(C, i); 
(ii) E_5(iI(Z, i) is an irreducible component of~%‘~,(X, i) when c 2 i 2 k. 
These two lemmas can be proved by the same methods as in the proofs of Lemma 2.11 
and Lemma 2.12 respectively. Again, we omit the proofs. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let c be as in Notation 3.11(i). Then, @iC_,,,(U,) is nonzero. 
Proof. We apply the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.14. Therefore, the 
conclusion follows immediately from Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13. n 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 4.1. No surface of general type is diffeomorphic to P’ x P’ or F1. 
Proof Assume that tl is a diffeomorphism from P’ x P’ to a surface X of general type. 
We may assume that c( is also orientation-preserving. Then, we are in the situation of section 
two. By Theorem 2.14, @zc-3,Z(+ZF) is nonzero. On the other hand, the pull-back u*(%‘~) is 
the chamber %?f of type (a, c) on P’ x P’ (see Notation 1.17); by Corollary 1.19, the invariant 
@~:Z~,~(cc*%?~) is equal to zero. Therefore, by Theorem 1.14 (iii), we obtain a contradiction. 
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Next, we assume that r is a diffeomorphism from F, to a surface X of general type. 
Again, we may assume that c( is orientation-preserving. Then, we are in the situation of 
section three. By Theorem 3.14, the invariant @tc_Z,Z(%“F) is nonzero. On the other hand, 
the pull-back CX*(%~) of is the chamber Y;, of type (CT, c) on FI ; by Corollary 1.19, 
@!;-Z,a(cc*%‘F) is equal to zero. Thus, we obtain a contradiction. 
Therefore, no surface of general type is diffeomorphic to P” x P’ or it;,. n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Lrt li stand for non~egatiue integers. Thm, the only complex .stru~ture.~ on 
S2 x S2 are the “elien” ~~r~e~ru~~z surfaces F,, und the only ~~~~~zple~ strl~~tures OIZ P2 # iii2 
are the “odd” ~ir~e~rueh .s~r~~ce F,,, 1. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and the Enriques--Kodaira classi- 
fication theory of compact complex surfaces (see [I] 1. II 
It would be interesting to consider a natural generalization of Theorem 4.1. 
Question 4.3. Is there any surf&e of general type homeomorphic to S2 x S2 or F,? 
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